Advanced tech for e-mobility
What is the Connected Dashboard?
A powerful computer with multi-sensing capabilities, the Connected
Dashboard is a touch display with cellular and Wi-Fi connectivity. It’s
designed to fit to any device or stand alone. We're constantly designing
and developing new and customizable applications making it a flexible,
adaptable, real-world business situation problem solver.

Some of our e-mobility Apps are: 

Helmet Detection 

Hawk Eye Rear Camera 

Tours Application 

Fleet Management 

COVID Steri-Safe
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What do our applications do?
Helmet Detection 



Is your rider wearing their helmet? We employ an (AI) machine learning
model detecting if the rider is wearing their helmet or not. An alert can
automatically be sent to the Fleet Manager’s Dashboard.

Hawk Eye

By simply adding a rear camera, the rider sees a live video stream of what's
going on behind them! Our machine learning model (AI) detects vehicles,
and alerts the rider if they are close - both audibly and on the display.

Tours

Riders on a tour want to see the best sightseeing attractions. With our
Tours app they'll receive turn-by-turn directions AND get those little
details (custom designable by the Fleet Manager) that will make their
ride great! "Walk around the back of the waterfall for a great photo" or
"Get the best chocolate cookies ever at the Bakery up ahead.”

Fleet Management

Tracking, geo-caching, geo-fencing, bookings, device monitoring, and
control. This App keeps the Fleet Manager in complete contact with their
fleet for security, safety, and operations.




COVID Steri-Safe

Rider and business safety in the Virus age has become
increasingly important. Our COVID Steri-Safe app records
video, still images, and other data that proves to customers
(and the business owner) that the bike has been cleaned
and sanitized.
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Why do you need the Connected Dashboard?
With the Connected Dashboard's use of cameras and (AI) machine learning, it
gathers rich meaningful data like no other! Our touch-display offers riders a
superior user experience, adding up to improved safety and security, lower liability,
lower overhead, and improved business performance.
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How does it work?
The Connected Dashboard with Skillion’s SRS™ form a powerful platform for
Fleet Managers and riders. It's universal so it can fit to the handlebars of eBikes
or eScooters quickly and easily. The built in hardware can be configured for
greater integration and control of your asset. The Apps can be customized by
our development team to match your unique business needs. The SRS™
platform means you can stay in touch with your fleet anywhere through the
Fleet Manager’s Dashboard.


Fleet Managers purchase the Connected Dashboard and fit it to any of their
products they need to manage. The Apps can be added as needed and only
those Apps installed are paid for on the subscription.

To find out more--

web: skillion.tech or email: info@skillion.tech
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